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Abstract--In this paper. Razumikhin-type uniformly asymptotic stability conditions are 
obtained for the trivial solution process of a system of stochastic functional differential 
equations. An example is also given to illustrate the applicability of the results obtained. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
For Y > 0 let C = C([ -r.Ol. R”) denote the real separable Banach space of continuous 
functions +I from [ -r,O] into R” with a sup-norm II 4 )I = SU~-~-_~~~) 1 h(8) I. where 1 . 1 
is the Enclidean norm of R” (and of 54” x ” 1. If X is a continuous function (or a continuous 
stochastic process) from [CZ-r.T] into R” for some T > a 1 0. define 
x, E C, CY 5 t : T, by X,(B) = X(t + 01, --r 5 0 5 0. 
Consider the following system of stochastic functional differential equations: 
(*I dX(r) = f(r.X,)dt + g(t.X,)dW(t) 
where f: R + x C’-+[W”andg:1W+ x C~Iw”“” are continuous functions and M’ = 
{W(t),t 2 0) is the w-dimensional Brownian motion defined on a complete probability 
space (n,%,P). It is also assumed that there exists finite measures k and u on [ -r.O]. 
and bounded continuous functions /r(r) and m(r) such that 
1 f(r.4) - f(t.*) 1 + 1 Hf.41 - ,c(r.l) / 5 h(r) I_“r 14(e) - (I(O) / dp(0). 
and 
I f(f.4) / + I g(1.4) ) 5 V?(f) I :, I 4(e) I du(O) for ail (1,4) 
and 
(r.8) in R’ x C. 
Under these assumptions, it can be shown (see e.g.. [5] and [61 that the solution process 
2YY 
700 h101 -HsI~ kc, (‘H\Y<, 
denoted by .Y = {X’(~u.d))tt). t 2 a) in the sequel. of System (+:I csists and is unique fat 
any initial data (LY.~)) E R - x C’. It can also be shown (see Theorem 3. I of 1611 that rhc 
process 
is a continuous strong Markov process with values in the state space (C. f I. and with the 
life time <“r.d” = % a.~.. Mzhcre f is the Bore1 (r-algebra of suh\cts of C’. {,t:“.““. I 2 cl} 
is the family of sub-n-algebra of .;F generated by, 
{x’,(cx.dI). cy 5 s 5 r}, E:“.“,‘: II - 12 
is the shift operator defined by, 
is a probability measure defined by P,,,.,,,, trl) = P(A 1 A’,, = 6,) for A E 3. 
Furthermore, by following exactly the same argument as in 16. pp. 437-4381. one can 
show that for each A > 0 and each horrrrde~l subset Q of C. 
uniformly in + E Q and in f for sufficiently large t. since X,, E Q for all II 5 t. 
Stochastic stability conditions in terms of the behavior of Liapunov, ji~~ctionals along 
X”.““. t 2 Q, were obtained earlier by Kushner 161. In this paper. Razumikhin-type uni- 
formly asymptotic stability conditions for the trivial solution process of System (‘:I arc 
obtained. These conditions seem to be natural extensions of that of (71 and [X] to stochastic 
systems. As is known in deterministic FDEs. it is generally easier to USC Razumikhin- 
type theorems for stability of the trivial solution than to use Liapunov functionals. This 
holds particularly true for System (“1 due to the fact that Liapunov functionals arc more 
difficult to construct and that the domain of M,eak infinitesimal operator for the C-valued 
Mar-kov solution process ,[,I “‘A” or System t:‘:) has not been completely characterized (see 
161). Therefore the results obtained in this paper- arc easier to apply and can serve as 
alternatives to that in (61. 
Lemmas which are needed for later development arc stated and proved in Section 2. 
The Razumikhin-type uniformly asymptotic stability conditions are contained in Section 
3. Finally a simple example is given in Section -l to illustrate the applicability of the results 
obtained. 
2. SOME LEMMAS 
Lk~fiuitio~7 1. A continuous function 1’: 1 -I..-/-) k LX:” - Ft. is said to be an l>R 
(I.iapunov-Rarumikhin) function titr System ( ‘I if 
ti) 
(ii) 
Its partial derivative4 $. T\’ and 
ii'\ 
I I 
I, 
__ exist and are continuous on R 
il.\ ,i?\ , , , I 
x W”: 
there exists a continuous function /,: k -J?’ and a (3 2 I sue h that 
( TV(f.&O)).,y(l.b) / 5 X(t) (I i ~1) Ill’) for (l.(i)) E R:’ x C: and 
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(iii) there exist continuous nondecreasing functions 77.:‘.1(‘. and 17 from 2 into 2 u ith 
~(0) = i’(O) = 1r,(0) = 0. and II(S). II‘(S) > 0 and p(s) > .\ for .\ > 0 such that 
and 
_ 
.%‘C’(r.c$(O)) = $ (r.ddo)) - ‘T1.t r.d)(O)) ,fc t.6) 
provided that sup V(t + 8. 6(n)) < p( V’(r,&O)) for all (r.&) E I’?.+ x C. vvhere 
P,-lHY,, 
[h,j(t.dl)]:~, = I = ,V(1.6) . ,:"(f.Cb). 
In the sequel. X(a.b)(t) and X,(CY.~) will often be abbreviated as X(t) and X, respec- 
tively, when no ambiguity could arise. 
Let 9(t) = u{ W(s). 0 5 s 5 t}. The following lemma is a generalization of Ito’s formula 
to System (*). Its proof is similar to that in [2] and [?I and is therefore omitted. 
Lemmu 2. Suppose V: w- X [w” satisfies (i) and (ii) of Definition 1. Then for an!’ 
bounded Markov time 7 (with respect to {B(r), t 2 O}) V(T, X(r)) = V(a,&O)) t 
_I-: LW(s,X(s))ds + S~~V(~.X(~)).~(S,X,~)~W(~). Furthermore.E{V(~,X(~))} = V(a.&(O)) 
+ E J-Z B’(s. X(s))ds. 
Note that Condition (ii) of Definition I is needed to ensure that E[ JZ ‘i t’1.v. .Y(.s)] ,:I(.\. 
X,) dW(s)] = 0. This is because if Q 5 7 5 7‘a.s. for some T > cx then 
E T / ~“(s. X(s)) . g(.\. X,) 1’d.s ' k'(s)(l + I/ A', l~")'d.s <x. 1 
and then, by the property of stochastic integrals (see. e.g.. [3, Vol. I, p. 741. E{lZ YV’(.\. 
X(s)) g(s. X,,)dW(s)} = 0. 
Ler?lr?lri 3. Let t’ be an LR function for System (*). Then given E > 0 and U = (d, E 
C: 11 4 /I < p} there exists a 0 < 6 5 p such that 
for all (a,+) E [w’ x U,, whcrc U, = {d) E C: /I 6 11 < 6). 
Proof: Define i’: R _ x (’ -+ R h! 
and 
i’(cu.0) = sup l’(cx + 0. b(8)) 
I- ,I- 0 
:cl~(cu.d) = f,im, /7 ’ {El c(cu + h. X,, + ,,(a.~))] - 6’(cy,d~)}. 
iOl ~II)L~-HsIcIN(~ C‘H~W~ 
We first claim that :;I i’(u.6) exist\,. Furthermore. ::l i’(~.cb) 5 0 and /I(/ d)(O) /) 1 i.(tu.dj) 
5 il(lj do 11) for all (~y.6) E !2- x C. To prove this. w’e note that. since 1’ is contlnuou\ 011 
[ - r.x) x R”. for- each (cu.d)) E Z i C there esi\t\ ;I 4 E [ -r.Oj such that ~(cw.&) = 
\‘(cw + 4. d,(k)). Similarl>~. for each II 2 0. there esiht\ ;I random \,ariable ii, E [ -I..()) 
which is .F~:‘:“j,’ measurable such that 
If 6 = 0 then 
Therefore, by Lemma 1 and Conciition (iii) of Definition I. for each H E [ - r.01 
E{V(cu + 17 + 8,,.X(cLb)(a + /I + ii,), 1 F,,, = H) 
u <I - I, - l,,, 5 V(cd(O)) - E l1~(~Y(cx,dl)(.Y))llS / H,, = H <I 
5 V(U.dI(O)) for all /I P 0. 
Therefore for each Ir 2 0. 
.I 
0 
E{ 670~ + 11. X,,+,,(cu.+))} = E{ l’(cx -+ /I + cl,,. X(cu.dl)(r + /I + tf,,)) j Hi, 
-I 
where FG,, (8) = P{fit, 5 HI. 
Consequently. .dc’(cu.d>) 5 0. 
If 4 < 0 then V((Y + 0. b(H)) <. \.(u + il. d,(i))) for all 4 x. H 5 0. Define I; = inf {II .-- 
0: \,‘(~y + /I, X(a.+)(a + /I)) = T’((Y.~I)]. In this case. 1; = inf{/l > 0: \;(a + h. .Y,,+ I,(cx.d))) 
c’(~y.b)}. since 6 < 0. Therefore I; i\ ;I Markov time (v+ith respect to {Y3::“.“” t 2 CY} anti 
{2 > 1) c {t:“,“” /; = /; - f) for each I 2 0 (see Theorem 4.4 and 4.5 B of [ 11) whcj-c 
.$:I’.‘~” is the shift operator of ,I(‘“.““. WC claim that 
Suppose this were false. Then there euir,tb ;I K :, 0 and a decreasing sequence {/I,,};:; , 
which converges to 0 such that 
P(B,,) = /‘(/I’ - /I,,} L K/I,,. II = I. 2. 
Define the decreasing family of event\ j A \. .\ L O} b!, 
A., = n {I,‘((u + /I. X(CY.~I)(CX + 17)) < i{ V(ct.b) + V(~.~(O))~~. 
/rE[O.tl 
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It is clear that A, t f2 as s J 0. Consequently lim, . ,, /‘(A,) = I. Define for each ~1. II 
= I.:,.... 
Then again by 4.5.B of [ll. 
r 
U (A,,,/,,, f- Srn/z,, B,,) c { V(a + il - h,,. X(tY_.4)(clu + il - II,,)) 
,?I = I 
Consequently. by Theorem 3. I of [ I. p. X3] 
P{ A m,,,, n L/,,, B,g} = L,,,,!,, P{/; 5 h,,} P tdw) 2 K/r,, P(A,,,/,,,L 
Therefore. 
P{V(a + il - h,,, X(a.4)((Y + h - h,,)) 
< i(ha.4) + \7a.4(0))} 2 K/I,, c P(A ,,,,,,,) 
,>, = I 
since lim P(A ,) = 1. Choose h > 0 such that P(A,) > $ for s 5 A. Then P(A,,,,,,,) > 4 for 
SlO 
-A 
rn5 u II h, . where [a] denotes the greatest integer which is less than or equal to (I E R. 
Consequently, 
P{v(a + h - h,,. X(a,4)((~ i h - /I,,)) < 4 (V(a.4) + \‘(CL4(0)))} 1 K/I,, ; 
u II 
; . 
- !I 
Because of continuity of {X(cr,4Hr). I 2 a}. the left side converges to zero as II + 1. 
which the right side converges to : Kh > 0. This contradiction proves that 
lim P{h 
5 
h) = 
I1 
0. Now for 6 < 0. 
/I 1 0 
E[ V(a + I?. x ,,+,,(cr.4))] = E[ ti(cu + /1.x’,, + ,,(cx.4)) 1{,,..1,}1 + ElriCcx + h.X,,-,Scw.4))l{/, -/,}I 
5 V((Y.dl)P{II < I;} + El V(a + h. x,, +/,(cx.4))1{,, -,,,I 
where 1 {. . .} is the indicator function of the event (. .}. Therefore, 
ddV(a.4) 5 !,iz, 
V(u.h)(P{h < I;} - I) + lim E[V(a + II, X,,,,,(~,4))1(,, -,,\1 
I1 1, i 0 I1 
since V(a + h. X ,,+,,(a.4)) is bounded by some constant M > 0 for all sufficiently small 
h > 0. This proves that 31 v(cu.4) exists and .vJ V(a.4) 5 0 for all (au,4) E lR + X C. Again. 
Then T is a Ma&o\, time u ith respect to { .J:“-““. r 2 a} (and hence v, ith respect to 
{3(f). I 2 a}). Therefore. for an!’ positive integer /I 2 (Y and T ” II = min (T./I). 
Consequently. E{ i’(T:‘b. XT ,,) 1;: ,,I - i’tcu.6). Letting I( - xq then 
Now choose 0 < K 5 1) such that I’(&) = E/I(P). Then 
pi T<y-} 5 i’(tx.ct,) !/c(p) 5 E 
Therefore. 
3. UNIFORML\r’ ASYMPTOTIC STABILITJ 
The following theorem provides sufficient conditions for uniformly asymptotic stability, 
of the trivial solution process of System (“‘). 
THEOREM 4. (UniformI\. As\,mptotic Stability) Let i’ he an 1-R function for System 
(*). Then given E > 0 there exists ;I 6 3, (1 such that 
I’(lim .Y,ttr.d)) = 0) :b I - t 
for all (a.61 E R * x 0,. uhcre Ci’, = {+ E (‘: 11 d) 1~ L S}. 
Proof‘ Let E > 0 and p *;, 0. Then. hh, Lemma 3 and the same argument as in its proof. 
one can choose 6 > 0 with ~‘(8) = ~II(O) huch that 
whenever (CU.+) E [k * x Ii’, . wjhere I,‘, = {+ E C: 11 cb 11 < S}. For this 6 > 0, we claim 
that (~y.6) E [w + x ii,. implie\ that 
To prove this. let w E II be an!’ ~iiple element such that 
W 0 u = (w: I’([. .Y(u.d,)(f.w)l 174(I) for all I 2 cy -l.}. 
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Then there exists a ? > c1 such that. by the proof of Lemma 3. 
Since 7’: [w + X R + is nondecreasing, we have )( XT(cw.b)(rr) i( 1 p. This shotis that w E 
A. Hence f? C A and P(B (A) = P{V[r. X(a.$)(t)] 5 7’ (p) for all t 2 (Y --I’ / A) = I 
whenever (a,+) E R - x u,. 
7j(li X,(a.+)(w) I/) 1 VC?. X+(a.b)(w)) 
2 I’(-;. X(cu.d,)(i.w)) 
> i'(p). 
To prove the conclusion of this theorem. it is sufficient to shoM> that for arbitrary, 0 < 
n < p and 0 < y < I there exists a Markov time T = T(q.y) (with respect to (.j:“.““. r 
2 a)) such that 
P{IlX,(a,d1))5q foralltz-cr + T+ rlA}> 1 - y 
whenever (a,&) E R’ x U,. 
From the property of p(s), there exists an N > 0 such that p(s) --s > (I for r,(n) 5 s 5 
71(p). Let N be the first nonnegative integer such that r/(n) + Nrr 
2 (Y: [r(q) + (N - l)cr 2 V(t, X(a.d~)(t))} Define, for A > 0. 
2 i’(p), Let ? = inf {f 
X(hJ) = 
1 if ~(1 X(cx.f$)(s) 1) 2 A 
0 if ~$1 X(a,+)(s) 1) < A. 
and 
Then, since 
?-(A. t) = /I;,, x(A.s)ds. 
P{V(t. X(a,b)(r)) 5 z)(p) for t 2 a -r 1 A} = 
p(V(t. X(a.cb)(r))) > vtr. X(a.c$)(r)) + (1 
2 u(q) + Nrr 
2 7’(P) 
2 sup V(r + 8, X(cxJ$)(r 
, _ o- ,I 
almost surely on the event A for OL 5 r 5 cx + f. Therefore. 
I. 
t 0)) 
E{ v(f, X(a,dd(f)) j A} - V(cu.&O)) = E 
(.i 
’ :fV(s. X(a,+)(s))d.s 1 A 
<I 
This implies that 
V(cu,$(O))iA 2 E 
u 
’ I$ X(a.d~)(s) /)ds ( A A 
1-r 
2 E{T(A,r) 1 A}. 
306 MO\ -HSII,YC, C’~I.\Y(, 
ConsequentI!. P( T( h.r) /. x 1 A } = I and 
P{lim 7‘th.r) = 0 ) A} = I. 
I- 
From the property of (,\~,(cu.ct,). I 2 CY) ah stated in Section I. it is clear that 11r each I, . 
0 
lim P( max 11 ,Y,(u.dd - x’,(u.b) 1: 2 I7 1 A} = 0 
I, . 0 I- \- i . ir 
uniformly in 6 E U, and in t for sufficiently large t. 
7‘ = T(q.y) sufficiently large and /I 2 0 sufficiently 
I’ 
H- 1 
i $1 i I1 for t 2 u + 
and 
One can then choose ;I hlarko\, time 
small such that 
This implies that 
P{H~(~ X(cw.b)(r) /) < A for all I 2 a + T( A} > I - y. 
Now let A > 0 be such that H’(V) > A. Then 
~(11 x,((Y.&) /I 5 TJ for all t P cx + T + I’ 1 A} > I - y. Q.E.D. 
R~rnat4 One can also show that if there exists an LR function for System (“‘) ti,ith 
the function II: &!‘ ----f G2 in Condition (iii) of Definition I satisfying also the condition 
that II(S) - x as s - f(, then P{ lim S,ttu.<b) = 0) = I for any ta,ct,) E Iw ’ x c‘. Thi\ i\ 
,+. / 
the so-called global uniformIS, asymptotic stability of the solution process of System t”). 
Since the proof will be much repetitive of that of Lemma 3 and Theorem 4, it will bc 
omitted here. 
4. AN EXAMPLE 
Consider the scalar dclal equation 
dX(t) = [ -c/(~)A’(t) i h(t),\.(r-r.,(/))]dt i (,(r)X(t-~.~(f))dMi(f). 
where (r(t), />(I) and (‘(I) are continuou\ functions with Ott) 2 0 > 0, and i (.‘(I) + / h(f) 1 
5 hi for some 0 < h -; I and delay function\ 
I’,: G - (0.~1. i = I. 3. arc continuous. 
Let V(x) = $ .I-‘. Then 
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and 
YV(X(f)) = -d(f) X’(f) + h(f) X(t) xct-r,(f)) 
+ 1 C(f) X’(f-,_,(f)) 
cr - [N(f) - 1 h(r) j y - i c’(t)yl X’(f) 
5 - (I - yk) Cl X’(f) 
if sup V(X(t + 8)) < q’V(X(t)) for some q > I. Since 0 < X < I. one can choose y 
--r5”5O 
> 1 such that I - qk > 0 and Theorem 4 implies that for given E > 0 there exists a 6 > 
0 such that 
Pllim X,(w$) = 0) > I - t 
I-r 
whenever (Y E 1w’ and II d, )I < 6. 
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